300mmx300mm (12"x12")
PATCH TYPE GASKETED
ACCESS DOOR BENT TO
SUIT DUCT CONTOUR

FIRE DAMPER WHERE REQUIRED
SECURED TO COLLAR

MASONRY OR
CONCRETE WALL

18 GAUGE S.M. FIRE
DAMPER COLLAR TO
BE GROUTED INTO
MASONRY OR
CONCRETE WALL

EXPOSED WALL TO BE FITTED
AROUND DUCT WALL PATCHING
TO BE TEXTURED TO SUIT EXISTING

SECTION

WALL FINISH (DRY WALL
OR GYPSUM BOARD)

WALL SUPPORT MEMBER

18 GAUGE S.M. FIRE
DAMPER COLLAR
SECURED TO WALL
SUPPORT MEMBER

"S" JOINT-COLLAR TO DUCT

SECTION

ELEVATION

EXPOSED DUCT THRU WALL DETAIL (ONE SIDE)
N.T.S.